
A CUSTOMER GUIDE TO EASY PRINTING IN HEALTHCARE

Introduce easy to use print
management for healthcare

Healthcare workers are always-on, ready to save lives in any situation
24/7 kind of people. As a technology professional, you need your
infrastructure to match that lifestyle.

PaperCut empowers you to make printing, scanning and faxing easy for
end users, whether they're printing from a mobile device or a standard
workstation. We’ve got truckloads to offer, from industry-leading
third-party integrations with EMR systems like Epic, right through to easy
queue management with Print Deploy.

Any printer, any operating system – no matter the size

It doesn't matter what size your organization, what printers you use, or what operating system you
prefer – PaperCut will just work. We take a cross-platform, vendor-neutral approach to technology
to deliver one of the industries strongest print management solutions. As techies, we love
Windows, Linux, Mac, Chromebook, Android, iOS and yes, even Novell.

Ways we make printing easy

EMR Integrations

Hospitals and other health organizations can have complex printing workflows and different types
of print jobs, including wristbands, labels, reports, discharge orders, and care plans. Managing

such a wide variety of so�ware systems as well as printing workflows can
quickly become complex and time-consuming for the System Administrator.

That’s why we have a team that works to integrate into market leading EMR
solutions like Epic, Cerner, Meditech and others, so your printing solution is
not only helping you protect PHI, but it’s integrated into a system that
already works for you.

Print Deploy

Print Deploy is a print queue deployment tool that gets the right printer drivers and print queues to
the right person in the right location, effectively. It enables users to move between locations, like
different clinics, offices, or campuses, without setting up any new drivers. The location's printers
are dynamically downloaded onto their computers – again, it just works!
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And just as importantly, Print Deploy simplifies the time consuming, frustrating tasks of setting up
print queues and deploying drivers in managed environments.

Faxing

75% of medical communication in the U.S. today happens via fax machine. That’s right, faxing.
That’s roughly 17 billion individual documents sent via fax machine, with current research and
trends reflecting more faxing machine purchases in the future. So where does PaperCut make this
workflow easier?

● A single and simple user interface for printing, scanning and faxing means end users
only have to authenticate once

● Set up alerts so users know when their fax documents have reached their destination
● Administrators want control over who can send what where - and rest assured all faxing

is happening securely.

Mobility Print

Mobility Print delivers network print services for iOS, Windows, macOS, Android, and Chrome OS 
devices across mixed fleet environments. Secure Print Release and authenticated printing are 
available when you use Mobility Print together with PaperCut MF.

It's simple really. Mobility Print makes printing easy from any client and provides a consistent print 
experience irrespective of the make and model of the printer. And it achieves both by having the 
Mobility Print server do the heavy li�ing. The best part? Mobility print is free! No catch, no phishing
— just a solution we view as a basic printing need.

Interested in learning more? Visit acd-inc.com or contact sales@acd-inc.com
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